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EDITORIAL

Rafferty):<Cranston
*

PAL Y!
"Beat Paly" is the battie growl of the Cou gars and these words shake Cubberley during
the annual- Spirit Week which starts today and
culminates with the special Homecoming activities this Friday.
,
Two major activities which fill Spirit Week
are the daily noon rallies and the construction
of floats.
Both of these activities involve inter"
class competition.
The class with the most
spirit at the daily rallies receives the Spirit
Stick which is used to light the bonfire on Thursday nighc
The class which builds the best
float is awarded the float trophy .
These are the major activities of Spirit Week
and the main purpose of the inter-class_ competition is to promote school spirit for the "Big
Game" against Paly.
This spirit will decide
whether the Vikings or the Cougars. win the
special Spirit Trophy.
A selected group of adults judge the schools
for their enthusiasm and conduct before, during
and ·after the game. Imporant points which are
considered·· are the reverence paid during the
traditional playing of the' National Anthem, the
unity of the rooters, the control the spirit leaders have, and any incidents either preceeding
or follo,wing the game.
'
During the week show your class spirit but
do not forget that the class spirit helps in building
school spirit,
The better the school spirit the
better the chance for Cubberley to win back
the cherished spirit trophy. So let's go Cougars
and BEAT PALY!
BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor
Tort the"

Editor
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By ERIK JOHNSON

To the Editor:
Is everything black and white?
This letter on paper appears
black and white. Are all people black and white?
Our student body president,
Tony Pitre, seems to have implied so in a recent assembly.
There, he indicated that black
student representation in student governmen ,was a necessary and just action. I agree;
yet he made no mention of
other minority groups.
What about the shades of
gray? There are many other
students at CubberleYI who are
also tied to minority racial
groups.
Distinguishing black
students as being one separate
group IS segregation.
Other members of minority

If anyone
word.! need be
chosen to define the politics
of State Superintendent
of
Public Instruction and Senate
aspirant
Max Rafferty, the
word would be "logical."
Examining his domestic and
foreign views, one finds naught
but stark, realistic positions,
in contrast to the sometimes'
frightening, oftentimes absurd
policies of his Democratic
opponent in the November election, Former State Controller
Alan Cranston.
. Whereas Mr. Cranston advocates an unconditional, hazardous "immediate halt" of
all American hostilities in the
war in Vietnam, Mr. Rafferty
would promote only that ceasefire which entailed the guaranteed compliance of the opposing
forces, a step toward peace not
overtly threatening our armed
forces or the civilian population.
Because of this sort
of careful,
logical foreign
policy, Max Rafferty offers the
American public' greater trust
in the decisions of the United
States •.
On "law and justice" (Max
Rafferty's own phrase in place
of the echoed and hollow "law
and order" >, Mr. Cranston slyly
evades presenting a workable
plan for freedom from domestic
disorder, pausing only to repeat
again and again the shallow
liberal dogma that intends to
solve national strife by" attacking the causes of violence." Not
so shortsighte'd, Mr. Rafferty
offers the 6nly realistit alternative to th~ riot as a way of
solving problems -- the ballot
box. "A riot is not an argu-

By DAYE THIEMANN
Unlike the 1968 Presidential
election, the race between
Democrat Alan Cranston and
Republican Max Rafferty for
the California Senate seat contrasts two men of widely differing ideas.
_
Alan Cranston advocates an
unconditional bombing halt as a
means of establishing our good
will. in the Paris negotiations
toward North Vietnam. He advocates free elections, with
ALL parties represented, so
that we can establish a government that the Vietnamese
people support. Cranston does
not advocate, as does Rafferty,
a seven-day ultimatum to the
Paris negotilltors and then full
military escalation, including
atomic bombs.
Cranston supports the grape
picker's strike, stating that he
does not believe that" Californians want their dinner tables
subsidized by the poverty of
the people who pick their food."
Cranston
supports
both
Federal and State laws requiring licensing and registration
of all firearms, as well as controls on interstate gun traffic. He believes in curing the
social and economic conditions
that cause riots, rather than
indiscriminately
dealing out
punishment
and retribution.
Cranston believes in a type of
law enforcement in which riots
are not to~erated, but he does
not advocate law inforcement
as an end in itself.
As shown by his record, Alan
Cranston is an honest, original,
creative man. He does not make
blatant lies about Republican
voting
records,
as does
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BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor

TO~i-the Editor

~Voting hassle' aired
To The Editor:
I would like to respond to
the editorial comment made
by Mike Hamilton in the last
issue of the CATAMOUNT.He
charged that the new voting
system, set up by myself as
elections
commissioner, did
not decrease apathy among the
students even though a higher
percentage voted than ever before. He claimed, using a drastic misquote of Kenn Russell,
that the students followed
Kenn's attack against student
government and voted him into
office for it. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
In the first place, Russell
never used such a phrase nor.
did his position warrant the type
of interpretation
given by
Hamilton.
Kenn noted to the
senior class that the elected
officers he had known in the
past, had not conveyed, to the
class as a whole, a willingness
to do more than the duties of
office. Russell told the assembly that he· would try to not be
like this.
Secondly, the election was the
first to elect officers by a
majority of the classes.
It
cannot, therefore, be compared
to the minority-vote elections
of' the past. These confusing,
disrupting, and disorganized
voting polls hid true class
feelings in a cloak of what I
call "voting hassle", a system
that allows only a small minority of highly spirited, courageous students to wake through
the mess to vote. All others,
who ranked things of importance higher than waiting an
eterriity in line, did not receive
ballots.
The election policy used re-
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gray? There are many other
students at Cubberley; who are
also tied to minority racial
groups.
Distinguishing black
students as being one separate
group IS segregation.
Other members of minority
groups who have also felt considerable prejudice have not
singled themselves out! Why?
Because
they know they
are equally represented
in
school government along with
everybody else! Shouldwe have
separate black, brown, yellow,
red, and white representatives?
It seems Cubberley is in a sad
state of affairs if any students,
black or otherwise, cannot get
equal rights or equal representation without having to form
a separate group with a separate representative!
I thought we people strove
for integration, not segregation.
The only real way we
can have equal rights, freedom, and most tmDor.tantlY.
peace, here at Cubberley or in
the world is to have one group
where prople identify with
everyone, not just themselves!
Mike Lee, Senior

cently provided those students
with the right to vote in a time
specifically set aside for it.
It placed the importance of
class elections where it should
be, a place where voting would
not shove more immediate matters out of the way. It also
gave the voter the right of privacy, which was greatly lacking ip preVious elections.
In conclusion, students were
not led "by the hand'" to advisories and forced to vote.
A ballot was given to all
present and those that Wished
to vote, d.id so; those that
didn't, did not. In fact 8% of
the senior class, or roughly
forty people, did not vote. This
small· number could be called
apathetic, but surely not the
larger number who last year
were deprived of the chance
to participate in a fair elec- VIVISECT
tion system.
Steve Coniglio,
THE
Elections' Commissioner
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solve national strife by "attacking the causes pfviolence." Not
so shortsighted, Mr. Rafferty
offers the oply realistic al£ernative to the riot as a way of
solving problems -- the ballot
box. "A riot is not an argument, any more than a bullet
is a ballot," he states.
It is Max Rafferty who first
advocated the plan which is now
mimicked by his opponent and
most state and national politicians - that of tax incentives
to persuade corporate Interests
into the ghetto areas.
While Mr. Cranston again
hastily
endorses state and
national gun and gun - owner
registration as an answer to
the crime rate, we see the
strength in Max Rafferty's logical approaches and especially
in his refusal to permit the
disarming of the public - a
result of the rash and hasty
policies of Alan Cranston.
We can conclude that Max
Rafferty is the only thoughtful,
patriotic,
intrinsically
capable and rational man to
join George Murphy as' the
junior senator from California.
*(Ed. note: This column does
not necessarily represent the
views of the writer but is submitted to provide impartial coverage of the senatorial race.)
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not advocate law inforcement
as an end in itself.
As shown by his record, Alan
Cranston is an honest, original,
creative man. He does not make
blatant lies about Republican
voting
records,
as does
Rafferty, who cites bills that
Senator Thomas Kuchel voted
for where such bills never
existed.
Cranston resigned
from a job as a government
executive to enlist as a private in World War II, rather
than acceptirig a deferment for
flat feet.
Rafferty, who has
never served in the armed'
forces nor fought in a war,
calls young people with long
hair "cowards"
and "draftdodgers"
in every speech.
Cranston does not mouth conventional party rhetoric, but
has his own ideas for constructive remedies to today's problems. Cranston has something
new, something that California
needs now.
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